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Section 1 Judicial Office Building（First Office Building）

Our Office is located within the first and second floor of the southeast side of the Judicial 

Office Building. The Judicial Office Building reflects its’ 1930s architecture during the era of 

Japanese colonial rule, and is appurtenant to the southern side of the Office of the President 

compound located within the Bo Ai Special District. The current site of the Judicial Office 

Building is located near the Small South Gate (Chong Hsi Gate) which was built during the 

Ch’ing dynasty as Taipei emerged, which had a Wu Temple dedicated to the God of War (Kuan 

Kong), located opposite a Wen Temple dedicated to Confucian rites which is now the campus 

of the prestigious Taipei First Girls High School). The Kuankong temple was demolished in 1929 

to build the Hall of Justice which took five years’ and was finished then opened in 1934. The 

Hall was named the High Court of the Taiwan Government-General, and the High Court, Taipei 

District Court and Prosecutors Office were all located in the High Court of Justice building. When 

the Nationalist Government relocated to Taiwan in 1950, the Judicial Yuan and the Supreme 

Court moved to this location which is now called the Judicial Office Building.

The Judicial Office Building is a partly steel frame and partly reinforced concrete structure, 

which was designed by Kaoru Ide (President of the Taiwan Architecture Association), chief of the 

Construction Section of the Taiwan Government-General. The entire edifice adopts the shape of 

the Kanji character for Japan (or day, sun), along a central axis symmetrical configuration, similar 

to the adjacent Office of the President (the Formosan Government-General headquarters during 

Japanese sovereignty), with an elevated tower in the middle and symmetrically spread forth on 

both sides, and large atriums to the north and south. The façade has light green ceramic tiles, 
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During the era of Japanese 
sovere ignty ,  the  f ront 
w a l l  o f  t h e  F o r m o s a n 
G o v e r n m e n t - G e n e r a l 
H igh  Cour t  (O f f i ce  o f 
t h e  P r o s e c u t o r )  w a s 
e m b l a z o n e d  w i t h  1 8 
decorative petals of the 
Imperial Emblem of Japan 
(above).After the takeover 
of Taiwan, this was changed 
to a clock (image below 
f rom 2009 ) /  f rom the 
Taiwan National Heritage 
Committee Study Group

with columns of arches inside giving it an Arabesque feel. The center tower top curve is inversed, 

so it looks like a military helmet with the image of Japanese style home eaves. Some think it 

represents a metaphor for the authoritarian mentality during the rule of the Japanese. The 

central tower front was originally inlaid with the national emblem of Japanese chrysanthemums, 

which was changed to a clock after the takeover of Taiwan.

The Hall of Justice as originally a three story building, but in 1977 a fourth story was added 

to serve as the Grand Justices offices and for use by the Constitutional Court, and each floor 

covers some 1800 ping (about 35.6 square feet/ping). From the front entry one ascends a large 

stairwell to the lobby area. The lobby features 12 marble octagonal pillars, so the area is called 

the "Hall of Pillars". After passing the Hall of Pillars, turning left one follows the corridor along 

the central atrium, which is where our Offices are located. On July 30, 1998 the Judicial Building 

was formally declared a historical building by the Ministry of the Interior.
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1. The present appearance of the Judicial Building 
after addition of the fourth floor in 1977.

2、3. Our Office entrance is located to the east side 
of the building.

11

4422

33

4. The High Court and Taipei District Court office buildings layout (shot from the National Monument and 
Judicial Building Maintenance Investigation and Commissioned Technical Service/2006.09/Taiwan High 
Court, Hsu,Yu-Chien architect office)

2022.03.082022.03.08

2022.03.082022.03.08
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I. Office Buildings

Prosecutor Meeting Room (I)

Our Office is located to the southeast of 

the Judicial Building in the first and second 

floor, with the offices of the Prosecutor 

General, the Head Prosecutor (including the 

Deputy Chief Prosecutor), prosecutors, Chief 

Secretary, Office of Administration, and 

conference and meeting rooms for various 

events or symposia, and the Prosecutors 

Research office.

II. Investigative Hearing Room

In accordance with Article 4 of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure, our Office has original 

jurisdiction over cases involving sedition, 

treason, or interference in foreign relations; 

and for cases involving reconsideration, when 

a prosecutor deems it necessary, they may also 

sua sponte order re-investigation. Our Office’s 

original hearing chambers in Investigation 

Room 1 are antiquated given the state of the 

Prosecutor Meeting Room (II)

2019.11.192019.11.19

2021.12.232021.12.23

2021.07.132021.07.13
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III. Service Center

To better service the citizenry’s needs for 

an accessible judiciary, our Office allotted a 

budget for a dedicated Service Center on the 

back of the Judicial Building on Bo Ai Road 

in Taipei on the first floor as a single point 

of contact able to accept documents, accept 

judicial papers, provide legal counseling, 

accept public petitions (complaints), assist 

victims of major crimes and felonies to lodge 

complaints, and provide access to judicial 

documents.

art demands for investigation, and to ensure 

the investigative environment is conducive to 

complete contemporary high tech equipment 

and amenities.In 2018, the entire chamber 

was remodeled, and the work was completed 

in January 2019, with the room once again 

being used for prosecutors to conduct their 

interrogations.
2021.07.132021.07.13

2022.03.072022.03.07

2022.03.072022.03.07
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Section 2 Second Office Building1

To the southwest of the main Judicial Building, there is a grey four story building 

(No.124-1, Sec. 1, Chongqing S. Rd., Zhongzheng District, Taipei City) which serves as our 

Office’s Information Building, and which our colleagues refer to colloquially as the “Sixth 

Bureau”. The building was originally a single story edifice, but in 1958, the Fourth Section 

(Medical Examiner Section) of the Sixth Bureau (predecessor to the Forensic Medicine Unit) 

of the Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau was established, borrowing the single story 

building for pathology examinations, autopsies, forensic evidence analysis and document 

examination operations. In October 1964, the site was redeveloped into an office building 

to serve as the MOJ Investigation Bureau’s Crime Technology Study Center, and the Sixth 

Bureau also moved in, until 1980, when the MOJ Investigation Bureau Headquarters 

Technology Building was built as No. 74, Zhonghua Rd., Xindian Dist., New Taipei City, 

and the Sixth Bureau moved out. But the use of “Sixth Bureau” to refer to the building has 

remained common to the present. Later, the Sixth Bureau building was renamed to reflect 

the moving in of our Office’s Information Management Office, and the building began to 

be called the Information Building. With its four floors, over time it incrementally began to 

witness the moving in of our Office’s Enforcement Section and Office of Administration, to 

help alleviate our Office’s cramped quarters in the Judicial Building. The first floor houses 

the Enforcement Section and the Enforcement Prosecutor Office, along with the Records 

Section, Documentation Section, Seal Imprint Room and the Bailiff Office; the second floor 

includes the Personnel Office, Civil Service Ethics Office, Records Section, Economic Crimes 

Investigation Center, Computer Crimes Prevention Center, and former Document Transcript 

and True Copy Section (now terminated); with the third floor housing the Accounting 

Office, Statistics Office, and Research and Evaluation Section, and the fourth floor officing 

the Information Management Office and the Technological Surveillance Office. On 

September 3, 2019, our Office started operations at the Bo Yi Building, namely the Third 

Office Building, except for the Records Section and Seal Imprint Room which remained at 

their original premises, the Enforcement Section and Office of Administration moved into 

the Third Office Building facilities.

1.Originally named the Information Building
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Our Office’s Investigation Data Center and Intellectual Property Branch are located 

at No. 143, Yanping S. Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City on the campus of the northern 

administration section offices of the National Communications Commission, and for our 

files and dossiers after scanning, they are stored in the Tucheng archival warehouse in 

Tucheng, New Taipei City.

1.The Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau Crime Technology 
Study Center building exterior and façade at the time/ from the 
Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau

2. The Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau Crime Technology 
Study Center building’s placard/ Ministry of Justice Investigation 
Bureau

11 22

2021.12.212021.12.21

Opening Ceremony for the Second Office Building
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Section 3 Third Office Building2

As our Office’s operational duties have constantly increased, budget allotted slots have 

concomitantly risen, and the original office space has become sorely inadequate; so from July 

1, 2008, after establishment of the Intellectual Property Branch, our officing requirements grew 

even more, and our Office applied to the National Property Administration to borrow No. 143, 

Yanping S. Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City, where the fifth floor could serve as offices for the 

new Branch, and the sixth floor could house our Office’s Data Section, Prosecutor Investigator 

Office, and Nationwide Drug Database, with the temporary lease being renewed every quarter 

from the National Property Administration. While this interim arrangement provided temporary 

respite to the overcrowding, the office space was spread out and inefficient to manage, so to 

provide for a uniform solution the Ministry of Justice resolutely determined to find a completely 

appropriate location. As the Ministry of National Defense was about to move into its Bo Ai Base 

in Dachih, the Bo Yi Building at No. 164, Bo Ai Rd., Taipei City, would become available as an 

ideal site for prosecutorial offices. In accord with the July 4, 2011 directive of the Executive Yuan, 

EY No. 1000098958, permission was granted for use of the Bo Ai building after the Ministry of 

National Defense moved out, for our Office and the Taiwan Taipei District Prosecutors’ Office 

(hereafter, Taipei Prosecutors’ Office) to make use of the site. Since the building was located 

right behind the Office of the President, and its exterior was very old, in September 2015, the 

former Minister of Justice, Lo, Ying-Hsueh, assisted in obtaining NT$20,000,000 for refurbishing 

the building which was complete in March 2016, giving the entire façade a completely new 

appearance. Also, former Minister Chiu, Tai-San, and former Political Vice Minister Chen, Ming-

Tang, also aided our Office in obtaining approval from the Executive Yuan for a budget of 

NT$468,075,000 to cover moving costs, and with the leadership of our Office’s former Chief 

Prosecutor Wang, Tien-Sheng, former Chief Secretary(Prosecutor) Chief Secretary Chen, Chuan-

Tsung, and former Chief Secretary(Prosecutor) Chief Secretary Wu, I-Ming, the work of moving in 

was incrementally completed.

Since prosecutorial entities are quite different from the typical administrative agency, the 

Third Office Building refurbishing and design required emphasizing its’ durability, safety and high 

2. Originally known as the Bo Yi Building.
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quality. In accordance with the procurement 

procedures, our Office commissioned the 

Hsieh ,  Ch ien-Hua Arch i tecture  F i rm to 

prepare the overall planning and design to 

ensure its’ practicality, beauty, modernity and 

solemnity. Also, to assure the project quality 

and construction safety, our Office signed a 

contract with the MOTC Freeway Bureau which 

specializes in project management, to handle 

the responsibilities for supervising procurement 

for the Third Office Building dormitories and 

old office refurbishing, with the work performed 

by the winners of the procurement tender, the 

Taiyi Construction Co., Ltd. and the Chengchung 

Engineering Co., Ltd. After work began on 

August 28, 2018, the contractors endeavored 

assiduously to overcome all obstacles to 

converting former military buildings and the 

difficulties encountered along the way, to 

complete the project on August 20, 2019, ahead 

of schedule, and formally open the new facilities 

for use on September 3.

At the opening, distinguished guests 

included Tsai, Ching-Hsiang, the Minister of 

Justice, Chen, Ming-Tang, Political Deputy 

Minister, Tsai, Pi-Chung, Political Deputy 

Minister, Chang, Tou-Hui, Administrative Deputy 

Minister, Chiang, Hui-Min Supreme Court 

Prosecutor General, Wang, Tien-Sheng, our 

Opening Ceremony for the Third Office Building

Group photo with the distinguished assemblage for the 
opening ceremonies of the Third Office Building

2019.09.032019.09.03

The Taiwan High Prosecutors Intellectual Property 
Branch moves into its new site and unveils its building 
dedication plaque.

2018.08.282018.08.28

2019.09.032019.09.03
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Office’s Chief Prosecutor, Hsing, Tai-Chao, Taipei District Chief Prosecutor, Director Cheng, Ming-

Chien of the Agency Against Corruption, MOJ, Hung, Shu-Min,  Director General, Intellectual 

Property Office, MOEA, Director Chao, Hsing-Hua Freeway Bureau, MOTC, our Office’s Sung, 

Kuo-Yeh, Deputy Chief Prosecutor, and Intellectual Property Branch Head Prosecutor Chen, 

Wen-Chi, were all present for the joint opening of our Office’s Third Office Building, the Taipei 

District Prosecutors’ Office  Third Office Building and the Intellectual Property Branch unveiling 

of the formal brass plaque dedication nameplates. Invitations were also extended to the Bureau 

and Section chiefs of the Ministry of Justice, the Prosecutors General of the High Prosecutors 

branches, the Prosecutors General of the Shihlin, New Bei, Taoyuan, Hsinchu, Yilan, Keelung, and 

Nantou District Prosecutors’ Offices, the Chief Judge of the Taiwan High Court, the Chief Judge 

of the Intellectual Property Court, and the Chief Judge of the Taiwan Taipei District Court, among 

more than sixty distinguished attendees for the opening ceremonies at the august occasion.

 The Third Office Building covers an interior space of 18,570.59 square meters, with the first 

and second floors dedicated to the Taipei District Prosecutors’ Office, and the third and fourth 

floors housing our Office’s Personnel Office, Accounting Office, Statistics Office, Research and 

Evaluation Section, General Affairs Section, Information Management Office, Data Section, 

Documentation Section, Prosecutor Investigator Office, and the Nationwide Drug Database, 

while the fifth floor hosts our Office’s Civil Service Ethics Office along with the new location for 

the Intellectual Property Branch. The project budget for refurbishing the Third Office Building 

was very substantial, and represented the largest to date for the judiciary, and our Office was 

able to witness its’ timely construction and completion ahead of schedule.

2022.03.212022.03.212022.03.212022.03.21

The renovation of the entire building of the third office was completed/ The Scale of Justitia was grand opened
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Section 4 Electronic Monitoring Center Facilities

I. Historical origins

With the ever advancing state of the art in science and technology, and to prevent 

persons not in custody or on bail from absconding, during the prosecutorial investigation 

or trial phase, on July 3, 1029, amendment of Article 116-2,Paragraph 1, of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure, adding Clause 4, was adopted providing that defendants may be 

subject to appropriate electronic monitoring as alternatives in lieu of physical custody and 

detention. To meet these new requirements, The Judicial Yuan and The Ministry of Justice 

convened a meeting to discuss the establishment of Electronic Monitoring Center and 

reached a consensus to entrust Taiwan High Prosecutors Office to build it. The location of 

the center is at the second floor of the old building of Taiwan Shilin District Prosecutors 

Office. To establish the Electronic Monitoring Center (EMC), with an area of 142.4 ping at 

a cost of NT$287,000,000. The contracting was completed by the Chung Hwa Telecom Co. 

Taiwan Northern Region Telecom Co., and finished on December 20, 2020. The equipment 

and Information Technology system project was finished April 30, 2021, by the FarEastOne 

Integrated Systems Co.,  with the EMC facility having a Main Surveillance Monitoring Room, 

Supervisor’s Room, and Case Status Meeting Room, along with Case Status Meeting Room 

2, Chief’s Office, monitoring personnel office, files office and garage, as well as the Standby 

Room and Computer mechanical room, to provide tracing and tracking, positioning, and 

GPS location high tech surveillance monitoring, in a space which is full of a sense of science 

and technology, having bright and simple color matching and neat metal decorative lines, 

for an atmosphere of high quality and high tech. The main monitoring room has a large 7x3  

wall monitor composed of 21 thin displays, providing EMC staff with real time defendant 

tracking. The Center aims to achieve a balance of respect for defendant’s rights and an 

appropriate amount of criminal procedure.
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II. Hardware installations

The EMC is designed with an information mechanical room (with backup information 

mechanical facilities), electrical power, air conditioning, firefighting, surveillance, 

controlled access, internet, front end surveillance equipment, back end surveillance 

systems (including remote backup mechanism, during aberrant episodes the system must 

completely activate to the remote backup mechanism within 25 minutes), mobile installed 

APP platforms requirements for software and hardware, and environmental control. The 

system architecture installed with the environmental monitoring system includes real time 

surveillance, energy management, automated smart controls, aberrant status reporting, 

distant management, and efficiency factor management along with the solution suite’s 

full graphical integration platform which can coordinate data from the various monitoring 

equipment in the computer room, and instantly reflect on-site environmental conditions, 

including temperature and humidity, fire protection, UPS, electricity, air conditioning, liquid 

leakage, video monitoring, and controlled access status. Through this comprehensive 

system, the EMC’s complete functionality, convenience and integration can be deployed to 

display information security data, creating a fully modern and practical information security 

monitoring work space. Moreover, to satisfy the computer room requirements for full-time 

uninterrupted service throughout the year, the computer mechanical room adopts a dual-

circuit independent mutual backup power supply system, is equipped with an independent 

150KW soundproof generator set for emergency backup power use, and adopts cold 

and hot channels, for high efficiency and energy savings. The dedicated cabinet-type 

refrigeration system for the computer room is designed conforming to the Uptime Institute 

Certification Tier III level design, and the overall computer room energy efficiency value (PUE, 

Power Usage Effectiveness) does not exceed 1.6, achieving both high efficiency and energy 

savings.
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EMC Environmental Monitoring System
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III. 2D configuration layout

 

Mechanical room 

File room and garage 

Office 

Chief’s Office 

Case Status Meeting Room 2 

Standby Room 

Male and female restrooms, 
accessible restroom 

Supervisor’s and Case Status 

Monitoring Control 

Security Office 

Entry Gate 

Corridor 

2011.09.302011.09.30

IV. Pre and post construction photos

(I) EMC site before construction

Restroom

2011.09.302011.09.30
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EMC logo wall Monitoring Room

Supervisor’s and Case Status Meeting Room Case Status Meeting Room

Office

(II) EMC after construction

2012.03.092012.03.09 2012.03.092012.03.09

2012.03.092012.03.09 2012.03.092012.03.09

2012.03.092012.03.09
2012.03.092012.03.09

Monitoring Equipment display
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Computer mechanical room Corridor

Standby Room Restrooms

2022.01.242022.01.24

Opening Ceremony for the Electronic Monitoring Center

2012.03.092012.03.09 2012.03.092012.03.09

2012.03.092012.03.092012.03.092012.03.09
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Section 5 Reconstruction of Offices

Our Office is faced with the dual problems of old office space and inadequate facilities, 

so to satisfy existing requirements reconstruction efforts are essential, including planning for 

procurement of design and supervision of technical service and construction standards, so as to 

improve the existing poor office environment as expeditiously as possible

Planned improvement projects include the Judicial Building first and second floor ceiling 

replacement, the Second Office Building first through third floor restroom renovations, 

relocation of drinking fountains, the first through fourth floor ceiling replacement, addition of 

steel safety barriers on the roof, replacing door frames and fourth floor partition wall demolition, 

repair of the external wall on the fourth floor and water leakage repair work in the basement, 

addition of aluminum alloy cable racks on the first to third floors, the addition of the Head 

Prosecutor suite and  prosecutors offices on the second floor, and addition of a Meeting Room 

on the second floor; Third Office Building 3rd and 4th floor conference rooms, and the 4th floor 

library. The planning and design principles adopted are as follows:

1. Create a practical office space that is beautiful, solemn, and symbolizes the integrity of the 

public trust and has complete modern facilities and equipment.

2. Ensure compliance with all regulations governing design of buildings, architectural 

technologies, interior design rules, and environmental protection requirements.

3. Assure a spatial organization and movement arrangement providing convenience for the 

public contact, and meet all functional and use requirements of our Office for investigating 

crimes and initiating prosecutions, while improving overall work efficiency.

4. Deploy ample use of natural ventilation and lighting for energy savings.

5. Fulfill the five benchmark factors of strength, functionality, safety, appearance, and 

environmental friendliness.

6. The spatial design must fully consider citizenry needs of those with different abilities and 

different genders, by re-examining existing spaces and establishing user-friendly and barrier-

free environments, meeting different needs based on gender or disparties caused by physical 

and mental challenges, and conforming with basic requirements of all relevant law and 

regulations (for accessible environmental design and gender equality design).
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7. Give priority for use of green label building materials; electricity, water-use equipment, 

appliances and other business equipment compliant with energy-saving, environmental or 

water-saving labels.

8. Pre-plan the overall project progress appropriate schedule.

9. Make sure construction processes are carried out in a way to minimize adverse impacts on 

colleagues' office work, movement lines, protective measures, assure low noise, and minimize 

environmental impacts.

10. Guarantee that this project uses easily maintainable building materials with high practicability 

and durability.

11. All amenities must considers safety and management convenience for colleagues' use and 

future activities.

12. The information building is currently in use, so minimize effects of work and restrooms 

repairs by conducting them in appropriate increments, avoiding any serious adverse 

impacts.

13. Adequately and efficiently use budgeted sums for practical refurbishment projects.

14. The project should amply consider integrated interfaces.

15. For any necessary design changes, ensure the appropriate regulations are applied governing 

procedures for the approval of changes.

16. Task technical service and construction manufacturers to collaborate with our Office at 

all times to handle necessary assistance for the project, including any inspection, audits, 

evaluation and presentations to superior entities, and provide services until all the 

construction completion acceptance documents for the project are final and accepted.

 This major reconstruction project began in August 2020, under the full supervision of the 

Chief Prosecutor with the General Affairs Section holding weekly project meetings to assist in 

dealing with various problems that were encountered. The entire project was finally completed 

on November 13, 2020. The office environment has been fully renewed, creating a more suitable 

office space for our colleagues, and allowing our Office to improve the quality of justice, uphold 

social justice, and benefit greatly in terms of quality and performance in case handling and 

promotion of the rule of law.
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(I) Judicial Building first and second floor ceiling replacement project

This project lasted from October 1, 2020 to November 13 of the same year, at a budget 

of NT$914,650 to replace the first and second floor ceilings of the Judicial Building, which had 

become too old and infested, adversely affecting colleagues’ health.

(II) Seminar Room (2021.06.16~2021.07.27)

2021.06.262021.06.26 2021.08.202021.08.20

Before reconstruction After reconstruction

I. Judicial Building（First Office Building）

(III) First Meeting Room (2021.12.02~2021.12.15)

2021.12.022021.12.02 2021.12.172021.12.17

Before reconstruction After reconstruction
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2022.01.042022.01.04

(IV) Art Gallery (2021.12.02~2021.12.15)

2021.12.022021.12.02

Before reconstruction

2022.01.042022.01.04

After reconstruction

Opening Ceremony for the Art Gallery

(V) Copy Room (2021.12.02~2021.12.15)

2021.12.022021.12.02 2021.12.232021.12.23

Before reconstruction After reconstruction
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(I) first through third floor ceiling replacement project

From August 1, 2020 through November 13 of the same year, with a budget of NT$2,535,600, 

the ceilings were replaced in the first to third floors of Second Office Building, with full removal 

of the damaged ceilings, and installation of a steel frame structure and new ceilings, allowing 

colleagues a new work and safe work environment in Second Office Building, and avoiding 

the danger and fear of ceilings collapsing due to insect damage to the old supporting wooden 

frame.

II. Second Office Building 

(II) New addition of offices for 
the Head Prosecutor and 
prosecutors offices project

From August 1, 2020, to August of the 

same year, at a budget of NT$1,530,213, 

the new addition project to add the Head 

Prosecutor and prosecutors offices were 

completed, allowing sufficient space for 

the Head Prosecutor and prosecutors to 

safely work in, and foster promotion of their 

prosecutorial endeavors.

Before repairs of the second floor in Second Office 
Building

2020.08.012020.08.01

After reconstruction 

2020.08.202020.08.20 2020.08.202020.08.20

After reconstruction 
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After reconstruction of the Second Office Building 
restrooms

壹、本署部分辦公室（含司法大廈及資訊大樓）整修工程 

一、資訊大樓 1~3樓廁所整修工程 

於 109/08/08~109/11/13，以 2,229,540元整修資訊大樓 1~3樓廁所，整

修後廁所設備更現代化，採光、通風、動線皆符合使用者需求，有助提昇同仁

之工作士氣。 

 

 

 

109.8.8整修前廁所  109.8.8~109.11.13整修中廁所 

 

 

 

109.8.8~109.11.13整修中廁所  109.8.8~109.11.13整修後廁所 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During repairs to the restrooms in Second Office 
Building

After reconstruction of the Second Office Building 
restrooms

(III) First through third floors 
restroom repairs project

F r o m  A u g u s t  8 ,  2 0 2 0  t h r o u g h 

November 13 of the same year, at a budget 

of NT$2,229,540, repairs were completed to 

renovate the first to third floor restrooms 

in  Second Off ice Bui ld ing,  ensur ing 

modernized facilities, with appropriate 

lighting, ventilation, and lines of movement 

to facilitate users requirements, and aid in 

improving the overall work atmosphere of 

our colleagues.

2020.08.082020.08.08

2020.11.142020.11.142020.11.142020.11.14
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(IV) Fourth floor ceil ing and 
partition wall demolition 
project

F rom Oc tober  1 ,  2020 ,  th rough 

November 13 of the same year, at a budget 

of NT$125,000, the fourth floor ceiling 

and partition wall demolition project was 

completed in Second Office Building, 

but since the funding was inadequate for 

completion, the effort will be added to the 

next phase of the project, as during this 

phase only the demolition was completed.The Second Office Building roof before repair

The Second Office Building roof after installation of 
the steel guardrails

The Second Office Building roof after installation of 
the steel guardrails

2020.11.012020.11.01

2020.11.072020.11.07 2020.11.072020.11.07
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2020.10.012020.10.01

Before demolition of the Second Office Building fourth 
floor partitions

During repair of the ceiling in Second Office Building

2020.11.102020.11.10

After demolition of the Second Office Building fourth 
floor partitions

2021.12.212021.12.21

(V) Addition of the roof steel 
guardrail project

From November 1, 2020, through 

November 7 of the same year, at a budget 

of NT$130,000, stainless steel guardrails 

were added to the roof of Second Office 

Building, reducing the risk of inadvertent 

falls by colleagues, and the hazard of such 

falls, thereby increasing our colleagues’ 

safety.
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(VI) Repair the ramp of entrance

Before repair After repair

2021.11.222021.11.22 2021.12.162021.12.16

(VII) Repair of stairs and floor

Before repair After repair of the stairs

2021.07.152021.07.15 2021.11.162021.11.16

Before repair After repair

2021.08.152021.08.15 2021.12.162021.12.16
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(VIII)  Reconstruction of the partition wall from 1st to 3rd floor

Before reconstruction After reconstruction

2021.01.062021.01.06 2021.12.162021.12.16

III. Third Office Building 
(I) 3rd, 4the floor conference room repair project in Third Office Building

From August 8, to October 30, 2020, at a total project cost of NT$2,135,220, the repairs were 

completed and provided our Office with new and ample meeting space.

the present status of the 341 Conference Room

2021.12.012021.12.012022.03.142022.03.14

the present status of the 434 Conference Room 
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(II) Third Office Building Fourth Floor Library Repairs Project

Third Office Building fourth floor newly repaired library afford our colleagues a place for 

relaxation, that is a comfortable, nice, and peaceful reading environment.

Third Office Building Fourth Floor Library entrance

2021.05.242021.05.24

Third Office Building Fourth Floor Library

2021.05.242021.05.24

(III) The storeroom in the basement

Before reconstruction

2021.07.302021.07.30

After reconstruction

2021.12.102021.12.10
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Office-before reconstruction

2022.03.172022.03.17

Office-after reconstruction (inside)

2021.12.242021.12.24

(IV) The Intellectual Property Branch on the 5th floor

lounge for litigants 

2021.07.302021.07.30

Investigation  room-after reconstruction

2021.12.102021.12.10

2021.07.302021.07.30

2021.12.242021.12.24

Office-after reconstruction (outside_Office-after reconstruction
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IV. High Tech Crime Investigation Center

Before reconstruction After reconstruction

2019.122019.12 2020.062020.06

2020.062020.06

After reconstruction

2019.122019.12

Before reconstruction

Before reconstruction

2019.122019.12

After reconstruction

2020.062020.06
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Section 6 Official Duty Dormitory Reconstruction

I. Status quo

 Our Office currently houses staff in official housing dormitory space located in three 

dorm facilities at: (I) Ln. 51, Sec. 2, Hangzhou S. Rd., Daan Dist., Taipei City with 26  units 

(among which 5 are on permanent loan to the Taiwan High Court ); (II) Ln. 99, Xiamen St., 

Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City with 28 units; and (III) Boai Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City, 

with 4 units. After deducting the units on permanent loan to the High Court, there are a 

total of 53 units.

 We also have three dorms for administrative personnel, located at: (I) Ln. 38, Zhao'an 

St., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City, with 7 units;  (II) Chongqing S. Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., 

Taipei City, at the Judicial Village Two, with two units; and (III) Ln. 39, Zhulin Rd., Yonghe 

Dist., New Taipei City, with 8 units, for a total of 23 units.

Left, and center of the image: dorms at Hangchow South Rd., Taipei. Right image: dorms at Hsiamen St., Taipei.

2017.11.202017.11.20 2017.11.202017.11.20 2017.11.202017.11.20
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II. Former Chief Prosecutor dormitory repair project

Our Office’s former Chief Prosecutor’s official residence was located at 021-0000 

cadastral plot in Subsection 4, Chinhwa Section, Da An District, Taipei, which was borrowed 

from the Taiwan High Court in 1966 for use as official residence to be built for the Chief 

Prosecutor, and construction began on March 17, 1967, which was completed on June 

23, 1967. After construction of the dorm was complete it was used by a number of Chief 

Prosecutors, until it was eventually abandoned in 1993 after the Hangchow South Rd. 

official dormitories were put into use. Since the Chief Prosecutor residence had not been 

repaired over 28 years, and given environmental considerations, it was determined to 

conduct refurbishing.

On May 11, 2021, the Chief Prosecutor visited the site of the official residence of former 

officeholders, and directed that the site be transformed into individual dorm units, with 

the first and second floors each housing six to seven rooms. At present the plans call for 

removing waste and once cleaned up, the branches and leaves of the trees will be properly 

trimmed, then funding will be raised for restoration of the official duty dormitory and 

property.

Left image: dorms at Shao An St., Taipei. Center image: dorms at Boai Rd., Taipei. Left image: dorms at Chulin Rd., 
Yunghe District, New Bei City.

2017.11.202017.11.20 2017.11.202017.11.20 2017.11.202017.11.20
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Photo before cleaning the first floor lounge of the 
former Chief Prosecutors residence

Photo after clearing the first floor lounge of the former 
Chief Prosecutors residence

2021.04.142021.04.14 2021.05.112021.05.11

Photo before cleaning the second floor interior of the 
former Chief Prosecutors residence

9 
 

參、施工後照片三：(清理廢棄物) 

 

 

 

 

110.5.11前首長宿舍照片(2樓屋內)  110.5.11前首長宿舍照片(2樓屋內) 

 

 

 

110.5.11前首長宿舍照片(2樓屋內)  110.5.11前首長宿舍照片(2樓外庭院) 

 

 

 

2021.04.162021.04.16 2021.05.112021.05.11

Photo after clearing the second floor interior of the 
former Chief Prosecutors residence
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花蓮（L1005568）/ 反光鏡的視野 / https://www.flickr.com/photos/jewu8210/50281099303/花蓮（L1005568）/ 反光鏡的視野 / https://www.flickr.com/photos/jewu8210/50281099303/


